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Abstract 
The analytical and numerical solutions of the equations of the k-e turbulence model are analyzed. Under certain 
conditions on the boundary values and the interior values of k and e the analytical and numerical solutions are bounded. 
If the steady state solution is obtained numerically by a Runge-Kutta time-stepping method, then severe constraints on 
the time-step and the non-normality of the jacobian matrix make the convergence very slow. The simplifications and 
conclusions are supported by data from a numerical solution of flow over a fiat plate. 
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1. Introduction 
The computation of turbulent flow is important in many engineering applications. The flow is 
governed by the Navier-Stokes equations. Direct numerical simulation of these equations i  possible 
only for simple geometries and low Reynolds numbers with our present numerical methods and 
computers. For high Reynolds number flow, e.g., in aerodynamics, direct solution of the Navier- 
Stokes equations will not be feasible for many years because of the high demands on computational 
speed and primary memory. The influence of turbulence must be modeled. 
A frequently used turbulence model is the k-e model [12, 18, 23]. Two transport equations for 
the turbulent kinetic energy k and the dissipation rate e are added to the Navier-Stokes equations. 
The partial differential equations for k and e are composed of  convection terms, diffusion terms and 
production terms. The production terms are responsible for production and dissipation of  turbulence. 
The calculation of  a numerical steady state solution to this system of  partial differential equations is 
a t ime-consuming process. The reason is not only the complexity of  the equations but also the slow 
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convergence to the stationary solution. The initialization of the k and e variables before the iteration 
begins is another cause of problems. These matters are discussed here. 
Given a velocity field U from the Navier-Stokes equations, sufficient conditions are given by 
the energy method [8] for the solution of the time-dependent k-e equations to remain bounded for 
all time. The sufficient conditions depend on the normal derivative of the velocity in the boundary 
layer. Also the quotient k~/e ~ is bounded under different sufficient conditions for certain ~ and fl 
determined by the damping functions introduced in the turbulence model close to the solid walls. 
The equations are discretized in space by a finite volume method. The sizes of the solution and the 
terms in the k-e equations are evaluated in a numerical solution of the flow over a flat plate. Under 
similar conditions as in the analytical case the semi-discrete equations are also stable. 
The steady state solution of the Navier-Stokes equations is often computed by advancing the 
equations in time by a Runge-Kutta method until the variation between the time-steps i  sufficiently 
small. The same approach applied to the k-e  equations results in slow convergence. This is partly 
due to the time step restrictions for stability and partly the non-normality of the jacobian of the 
production terms. These problems increase with the Reynolds number. The effects of non-normality 
on the numerical solution of differential equations are observed and analyzed in [9] and [21]. 
In [18] the k-e  equations are analyzed and discretizations based on the finite element method are 
derived. A discussion of the physics and an explanation of the model is found in [23]. Numerical 
solutions and numerous comparisons with experiments are also found in [23]. The influence of the 
boundary conditions on the stability of the equations is investigated in [11]. Numerical methods for 
solution of the k-e  equations are developed in many papers e.g. [4, 5, 7, 14, 17, 22]. An explicit 
time-stepping scheme is analyzed and implemented in [14]. Bounds on the time-steps are derived and 
a conclusion is that implicit treatment of the production terms does not improve the convergence 
rate. Explicit methods are combined with a multigrid technique in [6, 7]. The steady state solution 
is obtained by an implicit time-stepping in [22] and by a mixed explicit-implicit treatment in [17]. 
In [4, 5] the steady state equations are solved directly with an iterative method without introducing 
time derivatives. 
A brief outline of the rest of the paper is as follows. In the next section the equations are given. 
Then the solution of the flow over a flat plate is presented and compared to theoretical results. The 
stability of k and e is analyzed in the following section. In Section 5, bounds on the solution to the 
semi-discrete problem are derived. Finally, the implications of the non-normality of the production 
terms are discussed. 
2. The k-e turbulence model 
When a turbulence model is introduced into the Navier-Stokes equations for representation of
the small scales in time and space, the solution is usually decomposed into the mean flow part 
and the part fluctuating in time according to Reynolds [23]. For compressible flow the averaging is 
weighted with the density according to Favre [23]. Some of the time-averaged terms in the equations 
are approximated by the turbulence model. The k-e model adds two extra unknowns, the turbulent 
kinetic energy k and the turbulent dissipation rate e, and two extra partial differential equations. 
Introduce the following notation. Let p be the density, us, i = 1,2, 3, the cartesian components of 
the velocity, E the total energy, p the static pressure, T the temperature, # the dynamic viscosity, #r 
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the eddy viscosity, and ~ the thermal conductivity. The tensor summation and derivation convention 
is adopted and time derivation is denoted by Or. Then Reynolds and Favre averaged Navier-Stokes 
equations for compressible flow can be written 
(~tP Jr- (pui ),i =- O, 
( ( 2) )  =((#+#T)sij)'j (1) ~t(pui)+ puiuj + p+ ~pk 6u,j 
Ot(pE) + pE + p + -~pk ui = ((# + #T)UgS u + ~Tj + (p + pv)ku) u. 
i 
The equation of state is 
p 1 
pE - + ~p(uiui) "-b pk, 
7 -1  
where 7 is the ratio of specific heat, and for a perfect gas with the gas constant R
p = pRT. 
The strain-rate tensor S u is defined by 
Su = (u iu + uj, ) - 2 ~uk, k~U, (2) 
and the viscosity depends on T according to Sutherland's law 
T3/2 
I~ = C1T @ C2' 
where C1 and C2 are two constants. The thermal conductivity is defined by 
where Cp is the specific heat at constant pressure, Pr is the Prandtl number and Pry is the turbulent 
Prandtl number. Usually, Pr = 0.72 and Prr = 1. The speed of sound c and the Mach number M 
are defined by 
C2 = VP/P, M 2 = uiui/c 2. (3) 
If the subscript c~ denotes the freestream values and L is a length scale, then the Reynolds number 
is 
Re = Po~ ~L I#~.  (4) 
In the k-e model 
k 2 
= C.Lp- ,  (s) 
g 
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and the transport equations for k and e are 
8t(pk ) + (puik ).i = (#rS i j -  ~ pkb~j ) uij - p~( l + O~lm2 ) -~- ( (IA @ ~AT )k,i ),i -- PF.O, 
8,(p~) q- (pUi~), i = Celfl  ~ ]gTgij -- pk(~ij ui, j - C~2f2p-~ + ((# + #r/~)e,/),y + pEo. 
(6) 
The parameter 0~ 1 = 1 and Mr = k/c 2. 
The functions fl,f2 and f~ and the terms peo and pEo in (5) and (6) are defined by the low-Re 
model assumed for the flow close to solid walls [20, 23]. Among the many existing models we 
choose two: the Launder-Sharma model (LS) and the Lam-Bremhorst model (LB). Let n denote 
the normal direction to the wall and ,n differentiation i that direction. In the LS model the damping 
functions and damping terms are 
f l  = 1, f2 = 1 - 0.3 exp(-R~), f ,  = exp(-3.4/(1 + Rr/50)2), 
~0 = 2v( (v~) , . )  2, E0 = 2vvr(U,.n) 2, 
(7) 
and in the LB model 
f l  =1  "q- (0 .05 /L )  3, 
~0 =0, E0 = 0. 
f2 = 1 - exp(-R 2), f~ = (1 - exp(-0.0165Ry))2(1 + 20.5/Rr),(8) 
The parameters Rr and Ry in (7) and (8) are defined by 
RF = k2/(ev), Ry = v~d/v, 
where d is the distance from the wall. The constants in (5) and (6) are in both models 
C~ = 0.09, C~1 = 1.44, C~2 = 1.92, o-~ = 1.3. 
3. Numerical solution over a flat plate 
The steady state solution of the Navier-Stokes equations (1) and the k-e equations (6) with the 
LS model (7) is computed numerically over a flat plate in this section. The purpose is to study the 
accuracy of the solution and the relative size of the terms in (6) for the analysis of the equations 
in the forthcoming sections. 
The equations are discretized in space by a finite volume method according to Jameson [10]. 
The grid is cartesian with an inflow boundary to the left parallel to the y-axis, outflow boundary 
conditions to the fight and inflow or outflow conditions at the upper grid line. The lower grid line 
coincides with the x-axis. The flat plate with no-slip boundary conditions starts at (x,y)= (0,0) 
and extends to the outflow boundary at (1,0). The left boundary of the grid is at x=-0 .28 .  The 
transition from laminar to turbulent flow takes place at x = 0.16. The grid has 64 x 64 cells. 
In the numerical example M~ = 2 and Re = 2 x 10 6. The length scale L in Re in (4) is here 1. 
The boundary condition on T is adiabatic at the plate. 
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Fig. 1. Computed (solid) and theoretical (dashed) solution at x = 0.36. (a) p, (b) Ul. 
Introduce the friction velocity u~ and a nondimensional distance y+ from the wall, see [13] or 
[23], 
Zw = [tOul/Oy at y = 0, u~ = ~-~,  y+ = u~y/v. (9) 
Then in the viscous sublayer, y+ <4,  we have after simplifying assumptions [13, 23] 
u + = ul/u~ = y+, (10) 
and in the log-law region, 30<y+< 1000, 
u + ---- 5.6 log y+ + 5. (11) 
The height of  the grid cell at the wall is y+= 0.13, which is sufficiently small for an accurate 
solution in the sublayer [5]. The grid points are clustered at the wall and the leading edge of the 
plate. 
In Fig. 1, p and u I are plotted at x -- 0.36 as a function of the wall distance y. The scale of U 1 
is such that Ul~ ~M~c~ ~2.36.  In this case y+ -- 1 corresponds to y - -2 .4  × l0 -5 and the viscous 
sublayer ends at y ~ 10 -4. The log-law region begins at y ~ 7.5 × l0 -4. The theoretical predictions 
of Ul in (10) and (11) are compared to the computations in the figure. 
The logarithm of  the calculated values of  k, e, # and #r are plotted in Fig. 2. Close to the wall k 
satisfies [20] 
k + = k/u~ =A+(y+)  2 +B+(y+)  3 +- . . ,  (12) 
with 0.025 <A + <0.050. In the figure, the first term of  the relation (12) is plotted with A +--  0.025. 
As a final measure of  the accuracy of the solution the friction coefficient cr is compared to 
theoretical values for laminar and turbulent flow from [1] over a fiat plate in Fig. 3. The definition 
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Fig. 3. The computed ¢f (dashed) xs compared to the theoretical values for laminar (lower solid) and turbulent (upper 
solid) flow over a flat plate. 
of Cf is 
cf = Zw/(O.5pu~o~). (13) 
The results in Figs. l (b) ,  2(a)  and 3 confirm that the calculated solution is sufficiently accurate, 
so that we can draw conclus ions on the terms in the k -a  equation in the fo l lowing sections. 
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4. Stability analysis 
We restrict he analysis of (6) to incompressible flow with a constant p. The variation of p in 
the flat plate boundary layer in Fig. 1 is small compared to the other variables. Let 
V = ]2/p, VT = ~T/P,  U = (Ul, u2, u 3)T, 
and ignore the terms peo and pEo in the LS model. 
Then the continuity equation is 
~'. U = O, (14) 
and k and e satisfy 
Otk + ~7. (Uk) = Pk + ~7. ((v + vv)Vk),  
Ot~. -~ ~ " (U~,) =Pc + V . ((v + vr/a~)Ve). (15) 
Introduce 
6 = C , f~,  49 = CJuSiju, o, q~ = C2A, (16) 
and simplify the production terms in (6) to be 
Pk = vTS,ju,, j  - ~ = 49 k~ - ~, 
,9, 
e2 (17) 
t,, = ~(  c , ,  f l vTS, jui, j  - c~2f  2~ ) = a49k - ~o-~. 
In Fig. 4, ku~,~ is compared to S~ju~,j and is much smaller, which justifies the simplification i  (17). 
By the symmetry of Sij in (2) we find that 
S i ju j ,  i = S j iu j ,  i = S i ju i , j ,  
a¢ 
-'~, -~.5 -~ -,.5 -, -,15 -; -215 -~ -,.5 -, 
Fig. 4. Comparison of logSijui, j (solid) and log [kui, i] (dashed) at x=0.36. 
18 
and 
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•b 1 2 1 ~c~L&(s,j +~u~,kav)= ~c~L&s,j >0. iC.f~Sij(uid + uj, i) =l  (18) 
Let f2 be a bounded omain in ~3, where we are interested in the solution of (15) with a flow 
field U given by the Navier-Stokes equations. The boundary of f2 is denoted by 0f2 and the normal 
direction there is n. The norm in 12 is defined by 
The next theorem gives a bound on k and e in f2 in terms of the initial conditions. 
Theorem 1. Assume for t>>.O that U is given, U EC1(f2), k, gE C2(O), k>>.O and e>0 in f2, 
k/e<~/V/~, ~2=min(1,~o/6) in f2, 
(k=Oorn. Vk=O) and n. Ve=O onO(2, 
and that 
f a k2n " U >>. O, 
Then for t > 0 
(k~)(t) 2 <<` 
Proof. Let 
Yk ~ V ~- YT~ 
f e2n • U~O. 
£2 
v~ = v + Vr/a~. 
After multiplication of (15) by k and integration over f2 we obtain 
~Ot£k2=-  ~kV ' (Uk)+ £kPk+ £kV' (v~Tk) .  
Since 
£~7"(kvk~Tk)= ~k~r' (vkVk)+ f vk~7k'Vk= faokvkn'Vk 
by Gauss' theorem, it follows from (23) and the assumption (19) that 
£ k~Z " (v, Vk)<<. ~okvkn "~Tk =O. 
By (14) 
v .  (uk)= u .  vk. 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
(24) 
Therefore, 
~V.(k2U)= £kU.Vk+kV.(Uk)=2 fakV.(Uk)= faak2n. U>~O. (25) 
Multiply (15) by e. The result is 
~, £ ei=- £ ~g . (U/3)+ £ ~P~ + £ ~Xg . (v~Y/3). (26) 
The diffusion and convection terms in (26) are treated in the same manner as in the k-equation. 
Then 
1 ~Ot £ k 2 +/32<... £ kPk + ~P~. (27) 
We have assumed that k~>0 and ~ >0.  In (27) 
k 3 /33 
kPe + eP~ = qb~ - kg + a(akg - q~-~. (28) 
If k--+ 0, then kPk +eP~ < 0 since q~ > O. For k > 0 the expression in (28) can be written as a 
quadratic form 
kPk+gP~= (k)SP'(  k)/3 (29) 
o 
If 4) ---+ 0, then kPk + eP~ < 0. Otherwise, if 
(k)2~ min(1, ~o/a)~, 
then by (18), (29) and (30) 
£ kPk + ~P~ <<, O, 
and from (27) we infer 
£(kZ-k e2)(t)<, £(k2 + e2)(O), 
and the proof is complete. 
In the theorem we assume that k is non-negative and/3 is positive in ~2 x •+. Positivity of k and 
/3 is proved for Dirichlet boundary conditions in [18]. 
In the boundary condition (20) the requirement is that more turbulent kinetic energy k 2 flows out 
through the boundary (U.  n > 0) than enters into the domain (U .n < 0), i.e. turbulence is generated 
inside f2. At a solid wall k = 0 and at inflow and outflow boundaries we can let n • ~7k = 0. 
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Fig. 5. Comparison of k/e (solid line) and 1/~b 1/z (dashed line) in the boundary layer of the flat plate• (a) x = 0.36; 
(b) x = 0.62. 
The value of q~/6 depends on the low-Re model but is close to 1. For the LS model 
~0/6 = 1.33(1 - 0.3 exp(-R2))C [0.93, 1.33], (31) 
and for the LB model 
q~/6 = 1.33(1 - exp( -R~)) / (1  + (0.05/f~) 3) E (0, 1.33]. (32) 
In Fig. 5 the steady state solution k/e is compared to l /v /~ at x= 0.36 and x= 0.62 in the 
boundary layer of the flat plate in Section 3. The sufficient condition on k/e in (19) is not necessary 
for a bounded steady state, but it is almost so. In the boundary layer 
When the k-e equations are solved numerically by a Runge-Kutta method the need for a proper 
initialization of the k and e fields is stressed in [7, 14]. We find here that k and e may grow rapidly 
because of the production term if k/e exceeds 1/v/-~. In a time-stepping process toward the steady 
state solution, U from the Navier-Stokes equations is not well established in the boundary layer 
from the beginning. If ~b is too large in the first iterations, then also k and ~ close to the final 
solution will lead to growing solutions. A remedy is to interpolate an initial solution from a coarser 
grid with a fairly accurate distribution of U in the boundary layer already from the beginning or to 
determine an initial field by a simpler turbulence model such as the Baldwin-Lomax model [2]. 
The assumption that U= const, in the theorem is in approximate agreement with how the iterations 
are performed in the solver in [16]. In the initial or transient phase the iterative procedure switches 
between updating the mean flow with constant k and e in a number of steps and updating k and 
with a frozen flow field with U= const, in a number of steps. In the ensuing final asymptotic phase 
of the iterations all equations are solved simultaneously, but the flow variables are approximately 
constant (U~ const.) close to the converged values. 
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Another bound on k~/e ~ in f2 for ~ and fl positive and t > 0 without a condition of the form (19) 
is derived in the next theorem. 
Theorem 2. Assume for  t >1 0 that U is 9iven, U E C 1 (f2), k, e E C 2(~),  k >1 0 and ~ > 0 in f2, rp <<, 6 
in (16) in f2, 
~p ~ <<. ~ <<. ~ ~, 
c~>~(1 ÷ fl)/(1 - ( to -  1)fl), tc=tr~(l÷l /a~)2/4,  (33) 
k =O or (n . XTk =O and n . Ve - -O)  on af2, 
and that 
I f  
f~ kS ~n.  U~>0. (34) 
O8 
F( t )  = fQ k~/e ~, 
then for  t > 0 
F(t)<.F(O).  
Proof. The time-derivative of the quotient kS/e ~ is 
k s k~-I k s 
Introduce the expressions for Otk and Ore from (15). Then the diffusive part of (35) is 
kS-I k s 
O ---- ~ e~-fi-V • (vkVk) - fl~TTSV • (v~Ve), 
where vk and v~ are defined in (21). The terms in D in (36) can be written 
k ~-1 { kS-l"~ k~-e 
(vkVk)=  v Vk--7) 1)-y-vkVk. Vk 
k~-I 
+ ~fle-ffTSVkVk. Ve, 
- ~-~v.  (v~Ve)= -~v .  v~W-~ - ~(~+ 1)-i-~v~W. v~ 
kO~-- I 
+ eB~;v~Vk.  V~. 
(35) 
(36) 
(37) 
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Let D o denote the terms in D with scalar products of gradients in k and ~. Then from (37) 
k~-2 ( 
Dg -- eft (v + vr)c~(~ - 1)Vk. Vk-(2V+Vr(1 + 1/~))k~/TVk • Ve 
The term D~ above is non-positive if 
(~(~-1)  1~/7(I+1/s)) 
A(s)= 21-~/7(1 + l/s) /7(/7+ 1)Is 
is positive semi-definite for both s = 1 and as. A necessary and sufficient condition for this to hold 
is that 
~(~-  1)~>0, /7(/7+ 1)/>0, 
~/7(~ - 1)(/7+ 1)Is - Jeff~72(1 + lls)Z/>0, 
i.e. 
~>1, /7/>0, u (1 - (K -1) /7 )>~l+f l .  (39) 
For s = 1 we have x = 1 and for s = a~ ¢ 1, x > 1. The most restrictive condition on ~ in (39) is 
given by s ¢ 1. If 
17 < 1/0c - 1), (40) 
then the third inequality in (39) can be satisfied for a positive 
~>(1 +fl)/(1 - ( to-  1)fl). (41) 
Since the right-hand side of (41) grows with/7, the lower bound on ~ is 1. By assumption (33), 
(39) and (41) we have for Dg in (38) 
Dg ~< 0. (42) 
It follows from Gauss' theorem, (42) and the boundary conditions that for the diffusion D in (36) 
/' k=-lX~ 
L D = L ev " tv~Vk--ff-) - /TV " (v=Vee-ek~--~+l ) + L Dg 
La k~-I k~ <~ ~vkn. Vk~-~ /Tv~n" Ve-s-7-c, , = O. (43) 
The convective part of (35) is 
( k 
=-  t=7  ' • 
(44) 
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For incompressible flow we have 
V .  U~ = ~V.U+(U.V)  ~ = ~- j - (U .V)k - f l j~(U .V)e .  
Thus, by (44), Gauss' theorem and assumption (34) 
C=-  V .  U =-  ~-~n.U~<0. (45) 
O8 
The production term in (35) is 
) P -- ~b(~ - f16) - ~ + fie (46) g//-1 
where 6 and ~o are defined in (16). By (18) and assumption (33) we derive 
LP~<0.  (47) 
The conclusion from (35), (43), (45) and (47) is 
~,~k~/~= ~P+C+D<~O. 
and the theorem is proved. 
Can the sufficient conditions on a and fl in (33) be satisfied? It follows from (31) and (32) that 
q~ < 6 for the LS and LB models at least in the boundary layer where f2 is small, see Fig. 6. For 
the LS model a = 1.44 and a~ = 1.3. 
The bounds on ~ in (33) are plotted in Fig. 7 with (p = 1.3. The a-values atisfying the inequalities 
are found inside the area between the solid line (e = (1 + fl)/(1 - (~c-  1 )fl)), dotted line (e = aft) and 
dash-dotted line (a = ~0fl) from fl ~ 3 to fl ~ 15. Positivity and existence is proved by Lewandowski 
[18] for a modified turbulence model with transport equations for ~2/k3 and k/~. 
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5. Stability of the numerical solution 
The numerical stability of a semi-discretization of the k-e equations i investigated. The derivatives 
in space are approximated and the resulting equations are integrated forward in time. The sufficient 
conditions for numerical stability are similar to those in theorem 1 in the previous section. 
Discretize the incompressible k-e equations (15) in space by a finite volume method [10] on a 
cartesian grid in 3D. The j ,  1 and m directions in the grid are parallel to the x, y and z axes, respec- 
tively. The solution in the cell j im at time t is kjlm(t) and grim(t) for j = 1 : J ,  l = 1 : L,m = 1 : M. 
The size of the cell j lm is given by hxj, hyl and hzm. Let the velocity components be 
U=Ul~ U~U2,  W=U 3. 
The tensor summation and derivation convention is not used in this section. 
The discretization of the convection term for k in (15) is 
cjk'lm = 0 .5 (  hh  l ( u j  + l/2,lmkj + 1,1m -- u j -1 /2 ,1mkj -  l,lm ) 
--~ h~l(1) j , l  + l/2,mkj, l + 1,m -- Uj, l-1/2,mkj, l - l ,m)  
+ hz l (Wj l ,  m + 1/2kjl, m + 1 --  Wjl ,m-1/2kj l ,  m- I  ) ) ,  (48) 
and the diffusion term 
U•m ~- --1 --1 __ , - n~j_l/2Vj-1/2,lm(kjlm kj-1 ira)) hxj kj,m) 
-~- h; l l  ( n ;711/2  Vj, l + m/2,m( kj, t + l,m - kjlm ) - mf l l l /2  Vj, l -1/2,m( kjlm - kj, l_  m,m ) ) 
-1 -1 -1 
+ hzm (Hzm + l/2Vjl, m + l/2(kjl,m + 1 --  kjlm ) --  nzm_m/2Vjl, m- l /2(k j lm - kjl, m-1 ) ) ,  (49) 
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where 
Uj+l/2, lm = 0.5(Uj+l,lm -{- Ujlm) , Vj+l/2,1ra = 0.5(Vj+l,lm -~- lljlm) , 
(50) 
Hxj+l/2 = 0.5(hxj+l + hxj). 
The values of v, w, v and H in the l and m directions are defined in the same manner. Compared to 
(15) v + VT and v + vr/a~ have been simplified to v without loss of generality. The convection and 
diffusion terms for e are obtained by replacing k by e in (48) and (49). 
The production terms Pj~m and Pj~m are evaluated at kjlm and ~jtm. The semi-discrete equation in 
cell j lm is now 
Otkjlm + gk  m ~-- p jk  + Djklm, Ot8jlm + g:~rn = ejl~ + Oj~lm" (51 ) 
Introduce the inner product 
J L M 
( f ,g )= ~ ~ Zhxjhylhzmfjlmgjlm, 
j= l  /=I m=l 
and the associated norm 
I[f[[ 2 = ( f , / ) .  
Let (2 denote the indices of the cells in the computational domain 
(2= [1,J] x [1,L] × [1,M], 
let 0f2 denote the cells at the boundary inside f2 and let 6f2 be the halo of ghost cells immediately 
outside the boundary of f2. If (j, l ,m)EOf2, then let (p,q,r) be the closest cell in 6~2. Then the 
next theorem gives a bound on kjzn and e jim. 
Theorem 3. Assume for t >~ 0 that U is given, kjzm >1 0 and ejtm > 0 for (j, l, m) C f2, 
kjlrn/gjlm~/~jZm ' ~2 _ min(1,(p/6) /n f2, 
or 
and 
((kj l  m = O, (j, l, m) E Of 2) 
(k]lm - kpqr = O,(j, l,m) C Or2, (p,q,r) E 30))  (52) 
(gjlm -- ~pqr=O,(j, l ,m) E OQ, (p,q,r)  C 3f2), (53) 
26 
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Z 2 2 
hylhzm( kjlmUJ + 1/2, lm -- kl lmUl/2, lm ) 
lm 
q- Z hxjhzm(k~mvJ ,L+l/2,m -- kJ 2"lml)j,1/2,m) 
jm 
+Z 2 hxjhyl( kjt~t wjl,M + l/Z (54) - k)~,wjt,1/2)>>-O. 
jl 
and that the same inequality holds with kjlm replaced by ejlm. Then for the solution of  (51) when 
t>O 
Proof. It follows from (51) that 
2 t = (~,l lkl l  2 + ~,11~112) 
= Z hxjhylhzm(kjlmPj klm -]- 8jlmejjlem -- kj lmfjl  k 
jim 
--gjlmfj~m ~- kjlmDfl m ~- gjlmOflm). (55)  
By assumption (52) and (29), (30) in Theorem 1 we have 
kjlmejkm -~ gjlmejjl~m ~ O. (56) 
The contribution to (55) from the diffusion term is split in the three coordinate directions. In the 
x and j direction we have 
J 
Z hxjhy'hzmkjtmOj~m= Z hy,hzm Z kj(Vj+l/2(kj+l - k j ) -  vj-1/2(kj - kj_j)). 
jim Im j= 1 
In the sum over j the lm indices have been dropped to simplify the notation and 
Yj+I/2 = Yj+l/z/Hxj+l/2 • 
It follows from the boundary conditions (53) that the sum in the j-direction satisfies 
J 
k j (%1/2(k j+ l  - ki)  - ~j_,/2(kj  - k j _ l ) )  
j= l  
J--1 
= y~ kp j+, /2(k j+,  - k j )  + k j~j+, /2(k j+~ - k j )  
j= l  
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- -Z  k jY j - l /2(k j  - k j -1 ) - k l~l /2(kl  - kO) 
j=2 
J--1 
= - Z (k j+,  - k j )~ j+, /~(k j+,  - k j )  
j=l  
+ kjb+l/2(kj+a - k j )  - kl Vl/2(kl - k0) ~< 0. 
The same upper bound holds for the corresponding sums in the l and m directions. Thus, 
Z hxjhylhzmkjlmOj k'lm ~ O. 
jim 
The diffusion terms of the s-equation fulfill the same inequality. 
The convective part for k in (55) is 
2kjlmf~lm = h~.l(kjlmUj+l/2, lmkj+l,lm - kjlmUj-1/2,1mkj-l,lm) 
Av h~lll(kjlm~)j,l+l/2,mkj, l+l,m - kjlml)j,l_l/2,mkj, l_l,m) 
-1 -~- hzm (kjlmWjl,m+l/2kjl, m+l - kjlraWjl, m_l/2kjl, m_ 1 ). 
Summation over j of the first part of 2hxjkjtmCj~ m yields 
J 
Z kjlmUj+l/2, lmkj +l,lm - -  kjlmUj-1/2,1mkj-l,lm = kjlmUj+a/2,lmkj+l,lm - kllmU,/2,lmkOlm" 
j=l 
After similar summations in the l and m directions we have 
(57) 
(58) 
(59) 
2 Z hxjhylhzmkjlmfj~m 
jim 
= Z hylhzm(kjlmUj+l/2,lmkd+l,lm -- kllmUl/2,1mkOlm) 
Im 
4- Z hxjhzm(kjLmvj, c+l/e, mkj, L+,,m -- kjlmVj, 1/2,mkjom) 
jm 
+ ~ hxjh.(kj,Mwj,.M+,/~kj,,M+l - k j , ,  wj~. , /~k j ,o  ). 
f l  
By the boundary conditions (53) the three sums in (60) can be written 
Z hylhzm(k2lmUj+l/2,1m - k21jlUl/2,J 1 ) 
lm 
+ Z hxjhzm(kfLzVJ, L+,/2,m -- k~lVi,1/2,1) 
jm 
2 + Z hxjh.(k;,Mwj,.M+,/2 - ku~ wu, ~/2). 
fl 
(60) 
(61) 
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These terms are non-negative according to (54). Hence, 
-- Z hxjhylhzmkjlmCj klm <~ 0. (62) 
jim 
The convection terms for transport of e satisfy the same inequality. 
Then by (55), (56), (58) and (62) 
and the conclusion of the theorem follows. 
When we compare the sufficient conditions in this theorem with the conditions in Theorem 1, we 
find that (52) and (53) correspond to (19) and the counterpart of (54) is (20). The relations between 
stability in the energy norm for the analytical and the semi-discrete problems are investigated in full 
generality in [ 19]. 
It is more complicated to analyze the completely discrete problem under the conditions in 
Theorem 3, but for the backward Euler method it is easy. Let k n and en denote the solution at 
t, =nAt ,  where At is the time-step. Then the method for integration of (51) one step in time is 
~'~ --k \n+l //l. \n+l (__C~lm .q_ ejkm _~_ l_)jlm ~ ['Vl,,} = k;im + At , (64) 
\ g'jlm J \'~jlm/] ~k--f j'elm "~- Pjjlern -~- Olin] 
and the following bound can be derived. 
Corollary 4. Let all the assumptions in Theorem 3 be satisfied and discretize in time with the 
backward Euler method (64). Then ( ln (:)o 
Proof. Multiply (64) by (z.n+l _,+1 )r v~jlm ~jtm and sum over O 
+1 2 
hxyhy,hzm(k~tm kj  + e)im e)tm: 
jim 
-~ Z n+l k k hxJhylhzm(k:lm (--Cjlm -'[- Pjlrn "[- Djk'lm) n+l 
jim 
,+1: c'~ ~ r :  ~,+1~ (65) + e)tm ~--"jlm + Pjtm + "-'jl,,J :" 
The last sum in (65) is non-positive according to (63). Cauchy-Schwartz's inequality gives 
hxjhylhzm(kjtm kjlm ~- ~jlm ~jlm} ~ 
jim 
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Hence, 
(~)~+1/ ~< (~)n (66) 
and repeated application of (66) proves the corollary. 
6. Nonnormality of the source terms 
The steady state solution of the Navier-Stokes equations (1) is often obtained by integrating 
the space-discretized quations forward in time by a Runge-Kutta method until the time-derivatives 
vanish as in [10]. The same technique can also be applied to the k-e equations (51) to find the 
stationary solution of the coupled equations. The convergence of the k-e equations is usually very 
slow with a time-stepping method. The time-steps of an explicit method are restricted severely 
by the production term and the diffusion term in combination with very thin cells close to solid 
walls. A semi-implicit method, where the production term is treated implicitly, does not improve the 
convergence rate very much. An explanation to this fact is given here. 
Discretize the equations for incompressible flow (15) by the finite volume method on a cartesian 
grid as in (48), (49). Introduce a P stage Runge-Kutta method as in [10] to advance the solution 
one step in time. Then the iterative scheme is 
V (0) _~_ V n, 
V(p) = V (0) ~_ o~pAtF(V(p- l ) ) ,  
V n+l = V ~P), 
p= 1 :P, (67) 
where 
The coefficients ~p, p = I :P -  1, P >/1, are chosen to achieve the fastest convergence to steady 
state and ep = 1. 
Linearize the iteration in (67) around the steady state solution 
V0 = (kojlm~, F(V0) = 0, (69) 
and let 
V n = V 0 ~- (~V n _~_ \80jim ~- (~g.)nlrnJ "
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If higher order terms in 6 V are disregarded, then the perturbations 6k~m and 6ej~m satisfy 
6V (o) = 6V n, 
6V(p)= 6V (°) + ~ At~F fv(p -1) P 0V , p=l 'P ,  (71) 
(~V n+l = (~V (P). 
The jacobian OF/OV is evaluated at V0. In (71) 6V "+1 can be written explicitly 
6V n+l-- ~ 7j ~At~-~) 6V"=~,  \ -~ j  6V". (72) 
p=0 j=P+ 1 -- p 
The product in (72) when p = 0 is defined as 1. The polynomial ~p in (72) is of order P and 
~e(O)---- 1. 
Suppose that the viscosity coefficients vk and v~ in (21) are varying slowly so that they can be 
considered as constants. This is the case at least close to the wall and outside the boundary layer 
in Fig. 2(b). In ~3 with an equidistant grid 
hxj = hx, hyl = hy, hzm = hz, 
we can represent 6V n at (Xl,X2,X3)= (jhx, lhy, mhz) by its Fourier expansion 
6Vii ~ = f.~ 6~'n(~)exp(i(jhx~l + hy~2 + mhz~3))d~, 
(73) 
~=[0,2n/hx] × [0,2~/hy] × [0,2~/h~], ¢=(¢~,~2,~3), 
see e.g. [15]. Insert (73) into (71) to obtain 
6Pn+~(~)=~p At -~ ~P~(~). (74) 
By (68) and the discretization (48) and (49) 
eP 
~;(¢)  = - i (u l  sin( ~lhx )/hx + u2 sin( ~zhy )/hy + u3 sin( ~3hz )/hz )I + A 
-4(sin(~lhx/Z)Z/h 2 + sin(~zhy/Z)Z/hZy + sin(~3h~/Z)2/h2)Q. (75) 
The matrix Q in (75) is 
(o 0) 
I is the identity matrix of dimension 2 and A is the jacobian matrix of the production terms, which 
is evaluated below. 
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The production terms for the k and e equations in (6) are when p = const, and Mr is negligible 
a12~ , 
a22 ,] 
Pk = (VTSij - ~k~Sij) ui, j - g, 
(76) 
Pe = Celf l  k (VTSij - ~kf~ij) ui, j - Ce2f2g2/k. 
Introduce the definition of vr in (5) and the beginning of Section 4 and freeze the damping functions 
f2 and f~ in (76). Then the jacobian matrix A of pk and pc is 
(77) A = (al l  
\a21 
where 
0p k 
a i l -  0k 
0p k 
a12 - -  0/3 
0p ~ 
a21= 0k 
0p ~ 
a22 - -  
- -  - -a l l .1  q -  al l .2,  
- -  - -  a12.1 + a12.2, 
a21.1 -[- a21.2, 
0g ~-- a22.l q- a22.2, 
2 
a, l., = 2C j~Souiok /e ,  a,l.2 = - ~ui,,, 
a,2., = -Cuf~Sijui,  jk2/c, 2, a12.2 = -1 ,  
a21., = C~f lCv f ,  Souio, a21.2 = CafzeZ/k  2, 
a22.l ---- -2Ce2fze./k, 
2 
a22.2 = --~C~l f l Ui, i. 
(78) 
The elements aij of A in (78) vary considerably in magnitude, especially in the boundary layer. 
In Fig. 8 the values computed for the flat plate in Section 2 are plotted along a line normal to the 
plate. 
Also the terms in aij have different magnitudes. Here we assume that in the boundary layer 
la, 121 << la,ll I, la2221 << la22, I. 
These inequalities are valid in the flat plate example. For the LS model and small y we have J~ = 0.7 
and f~ =exp(-3.4) ,  see Fig. 6. Hence, with 3, ~b and ~o defined in (16) 
249k/~ - 1 - q~k2/e 2) 
A ,~ 0~9 q" qgg.2/k 2 -2qge/k " 
(79) 
In order to estimate the elements of A in the boundary layer of a fiat plate we need an approx- 
imation of ~b in (79). The dominant erm in Sij and ui,s is Uy. In the viscous sublayer y+ <4 we 
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Fig. 8. The computed values of log taij[ (al l  (solid), a12 (dotted), a21 (dash-dotted), a22 (dashed)) for the flow over a flat 
plate at x = 0.36. 
have from (10) 
Uy = au/Oy=(uZ~y/V)y =Uyw, y+ <4, (80) 
where Uyw is Uy evaluated at the wall. In the log-law layer, see (11), the derivative is 
Uy =2.43u°~v°5/y, 30<y + < 1000. (81) 
Let uo~ be the freestream speed and x the distance from the leading edge of the plate. An approximate 
formula for the friction coefficient cf is given by Blasius [13] 
cf = 0.0592 Re~ °'2 = O.0592u~°2x-°2v °'2. 
Using the definition of cf in (13) we derive from the expression above 
18 --02 --08 Uy~ =0.0296ug;x ' v " . (82) 
Insert um from (82) into (80) and (81) and use the definition of y+ to obtain 
18 --02 --08 y+ Uy=0.0296u~;x " v " , <4, 
(83) 
uy = O.072u~x-°2v-°8/y  +, 30 < y+ < 1000. 
Then for a given position in x and y+ with c~ independent of v 
~9 ,~ C uLu  2 = C(o V -1"6. (84) 
According to [20] e close to the wall is 
e + = ve/u 4 = 2A + + O(y+). (85) 
Combine (85) with (12) for the quotient 
k/e = vk+/(u2e +) = 16.9u~lSx°Zv°8(y + )2 + O((y+)3 ). (86) 
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Introduce (84) and (86) into (79) for a fixed x and y+ and let 
ck~ = 16.9u~ 18x°'2 ( y+ )2. 
Then 
( 2v-°8c~ck~ -1 -c~ck2~)  (87) 
A ~ v_l.6(~C~b + ~O/Ck2) __2v_O.8tp/Ck ~ . 
In the flow around airplanes Re in (4) is usually in the range 106-107. Then v is very small and 
A is strongly non-normal. 
For sufficient resolution of the viscous sublayer hy must be such that the coordinate of the upper 
face of the first cell is at about y+= 1. Since the step length cannot increase too rapidly without 
loss of accuracy, hy is of the same order also in the lower part of the log-law layer. Thus, 
hy ~ v/ur = 5.8U~°'9 x°'lY 0"9. (88) 
Both hx and hz are much larger in (75). In the vicinity of the wall in the boundary layer vk ~ v and 
v~ ~ v and u2 =By 2 +O(y  3) [23]. The dominant erm in the difference approximation part in (75) is 
4sin(~2hy/2)2/hZyQ ,,~0.118 " 2 18 -02 -08 sln(~zhy/ ) u~x " v I 
= ca sin(~zhy/2)2v-°SL (89) 
It follows from (74), (75), (87) and (89) that for an explicit Runge-Kutta method 
( v-°'S( 2c ~ck~ - ca sin( ~2hy/2 ) 2 ) 
B(~) = Y-l'6(~c~ b -~- q)/Ck2e) 
= (v-° '8b l i (~2)  -h i2  ) 
1)-1-6b21 -v-°-8b22(~2) " 
The eigenvalues of B are 
2j = v-°82j, 2~. = O(1), j=  1,2, 
and the eigenvector matrix S and its inverse are 
Y0'8SI 1 y0"8S12 / 
S = 
$21 $21 // 
Sll = 1/(bll - )~tl), st2 = l / (b l l  - ,~2), s21 =b~ 1, 
$21(Sll -- S12 ) --y--0"8S21 SII " 
Suppose that it is possible to choose At such that for all { E 
[0it < 1, Oj=~e(At2j) ,  j=  1,2. 
- 1 - c4~c,2~ "~ 
) -v-°'8( 2~o/ck, + ca sin(~2hy/2) 
(90) 
(91) 
(92) 
(93) 
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It follows from (91) that if ~p = O(1 ) then At = O(v °'8) and by (90) and (92) 
( 0) ) n 
61~n ~ ~p At S 22 S- i  (~..o 
0 S-1,5P °=S 01 
= S~p At 22 0 
0 S_16p0" (94) 
J 
Since l o j[ < 1 the perturbation ~/?" of the steady state solution vanishes as n increases, but it may 
grow initially. By Parseval's relation 6V n shares this property. Let 1021 < 101 I. In general 1011 is close 
to 1. By (92) the amplification matrix G n after n steps is 
 n= (O0 0 ) 
n 0.8 n n 
1 s21(s1101 -s120~)  -v  s11s12(O 1 - 02) (95) 
$21(S11 __ S12)  --0.8 2 ~,an n n n " 
V S211,V 1 - -  02)  --$21($1201 --Sl102) ] 
In the lower left comer of the matrix in (95) there is a rapid increase of that element in the 
beginning of the iteration. The function 0~' - 0~ in (G")2~ grows initially to reach a peak value at 
n = ln(ln 01/lnOz)/ln(01/02). Then it decreases monotonically to 0 with an asymptotic rate of 0~. Due 
to the factor v -°8 this element will dominate in [IG"[[. 
An initial perturbation 6V ° (and 6V °) may grow several orders of magnitude before the conver- 
gence of the linearized problem behaves like 0~. After the growth of the perturbation the linear 
approximation of the nonlinear equation is probably not very accurate anymore. If the solution is 
perturbed in the directions of the eigenvectors in S in (92), then 6V ° decreases with the asymptotic 
rate 0~ or 0~ already from the beginning. This behavior is typical when systems with highly non- 
normal matrices uch as B in (90) are integrated forward in time [9]. Not only is the convergence 
slow because of the short time-steps of O(v°8), but also because of the initial growth of the error 
in the solution. 
In Fig. 9 the amplification matrix G" in (95) measured in the 12-norm is plotted for different 
convergence factors 0 as the number of iterations n grows. The data for the matrix are taken from 
a cell in the viscous sublayer at x = 0.36 in the flat plate calculation. 
The situation is not improved significantly by an implicit treatment of the production term. Then 
the stationary equation is split into two parts and the iterative method is 
V (o) = V n, 
V(P) : V (0) .~_ ccpAt(Fex(V (p-l)) q- F im(V(P) ) ) ,  
V ~+1 : V(e), 
p- -  1 :P, (96) 
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Fig. 9. The growth of [[Gnl] at (x,y)=(0.36,0.8 x 10 -5) for different damping parameters (01 =0.95, 02 =0.90 solid, 
01 = 0.99, 02 = 0.90 dash-dotted, 01 = 0.95, 02 = 0.50 dashed) for the flow over a fiat plate. 
where 
Fex=__(e~m~ ( oJk'lm ) Fimz( Pjklm ) 
\ Cj~m } + \Diem ' \ Pj~m ' 
cf. (67), (68). For the perturbation c~V" of the steady state solution Vo we have 
6 V (°) = 6 V", 
( O~m' ) I - %At -~- )  6V (p) =6V (°)+%At 6V (p-O, p= l :P, 
5V ~+l = 6V (p), 
cf. (71). In Fourier space with 
0Fim 
Rj = I  - ~ jAt -~-  = I  - ~jAtA, 
c~jAt~-~ = flj(~2)I, ~j(~2) = -ejAtca sin(~zhy/2)2v -°8, 
we have 
&p(o) = &p,,  
Rp(~(p) ~ [~(o) + ~p(~2)6~(p--1), p = 1 :P, 
,~ pn+ ~ = ,ff'(J'), 
(97) 
(98) 
(99) 
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or 
~vn+l~"~p~= 1 (j P+~2_p 3~) (j=p+Hl_pRTl) (~n' (100) 
/~=~2( 1-}'-/~1), /~j=/~j, j=3"P, 
for P~>2. For the coefficients fl~. to be of O(1) At in (99) must be of O(v°8). By the definitions 
of R, A and B in (99), (87) and (90) 
Rj = I - ~jAtB(O) 
= (1-~jAtob11(O) ctjAtov°8bl2 ) 
-~jAtov-°Sb21 1 + ~jAtob22(O) ' 
with At = Atov °8. The eigenvalues of  Rj are 1 - ctjAto2'l, l = 1,2, and the eigenvector matrix and its 
inverse are S and S -1 in (92) at 42--0.  In the same manner as in (94) the recursion (100) can be 
written 
6P. s( °7 
o 
Om:Z ~ H 
p=l j=P+2--p j=P+I -p 1/(1 - ~jAto2~), m= 1,2. 
(101) 
Suppose that it is possible to find a Ato for every ~ E ~ so that ]Oral < 1. This should be possible 
at least if ~R2~<0. Compare (101) with (94). We find that the semi-implicit Runge-Kutta method 
will exhibit the same behavior as the explicit time-stepping. The time-step will be of O(v °8) and 
there is a rapid growth of the error initially before it eventually decreases asymptotically. 
These conclusions are in agreement with numerical experiments in [3] and the discussion in [14]. 
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